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Abstract
The number of pupils with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) who join mainstream schools in the UK has been increasing over the last decade. Given the difficulties in social and emotional understanding which these children have, their inclusion in schools is likely to be challenging. Their ASD-related manifestations, moreover, tend to allow for tensions to arise between them and the different systems of the school ecology. We examine the inclusion of these pupils from a developmental-systems perspective as articulated by the bio-ecological and the transactional models. Using data from a qualitative research project which explored the effect of autism-related difficulties in social and emotional understanding on the inclusion of 17 pupils with ASD the study describes the working dynamic of the arising tensions at the micro-system level. The study outlines an ecopmap of the nested structures at the micro-, meso-, exo-, macro- and chrono-systems which may facilitate or impede the children’s inclusion.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
The number of educated children with ASD in mainstream schools has been increasing in the UK over the last decade (National Autistic Society (NAS), 2002, 2003). Despite their relatively high intellectual and linguistic capabilities these children retain most of the ASD-related impairments including impairment in social interaction, deviant or bizarre communication, persistent patterns of restricted and stereotyped behaviour and interests (Jordan, 1999), and difficulties in social and emotional understanding (Downs & Smith, 2004). Given that emotions which occur in academic activities and known as academic emotions relate to pupils’ learning and social outcomes (Goetz et al., 2008; Goetz et al., 2006), pupils with ASD are prone to struggle with regard to expression and recognition of such emotions, thereby minimizing the opportunity for effective interaction with peers and teachers (Hay et al., 2004; Rogers, 2000). Several scholars have argued that the ASD-related difficulties can have a negative impact on the participation and social outcomes of those pupils in mainstream schools (Humphrey, 2008; Jaher et al., 2007; Batten, 2005). In a seminal article, the author has shown elsewhere that the ASD-related difficulties in social and emotional understanding play a key role in inducing tensions which permeate the different aspects comprising the school ecosystem (i.e. peers, teachers, support, the school context) (see Emam & Farrell, 2009). Since the publication of this article which analyzed the tensions experienced by teachers as a result of the inclusion of pupils with ASD, it has been cited several times by scholars investigating the provision of inclusive education for those pupils (e.g. Symes & Humphrey, 2012; Parsons et al., 2011; Henderson, 2011). This has been an incentive to analyze the same data that was used in the article in addition to some related data that was not made use of in order to envisage a map for decreasing the tensions and enabling a better inclusive educational provision for children with ASD.

The traditional model of looking at ASD-related difficulties and the ensuing tensions has often focused on the children’s deficiencies, assuming that such deficiencies restrict their opportunities for fitting into a social context such as that of the school (Emam & Farrell, 2009; Wing, 1988, 1996). This focus led to the development of services and professional practices that struggle to meet the needs of those children (Billington, 2006). This traditional model, moreover, has been boosted by a number of psychological theories of autism which provided either “top-down” or “bottom up” explanations (Loveland, 2001). Top-down explanations such as the Theory of
Mind (ToM) ability, which refers to the individual’s ability to attribute mental states such as beliefs, feelings, and desires to oneself and others (Baron-Cohen, 2000), focus on cognitive deficits in the mind. Bottom-down explanations, such as the impairment in executive functions, focus on the structures of the brain and their effect on the behavioural functioning of individuals with ASD (Ozonoff, Pennington, & Rogers, 1991). The implication of these explanations for education has been to teach pupils with ASD skills that presumably help improve their cognitive functioning (Jepsen & Von Thaden, 2002), and social functioning (Koegel et al., 2001; Greenway, 2000), or to provide them with a lot of support (Batten, 2005; Giangreco et al., 1997).

Describing such explanations as being “mentalistic”, “static” or “reductionistic”, Loveland (2001, 1991) offers an ecological approach to understanding autism, “one that locates autism not within the head of the autistic person, but in the disordered relationship of person and environment over development” (p. 18). This approach elucidates several autistic behaviours in terms of failure to grasp the physical as well as psychological affordance which the environment offers to individuals with ASD. The study argues that the implication of this approach may further help us think of ecology of inclusion for those pupils in schools. The “ecology of inclusion” (Farrell et al., 2007; Odom et al., 2001) implies the ecological balances or closeness of fit between the resources and demands which can reflect the barriers/constraints and facilitators/affordances influencing the inclusion of pupils with ASD. Central to this ecology of inclusion is the interaction between the elements of the school context and the characteristics of the pupils with ASD. This relationship is emphasized by the developmental-systems theory (Ford & Lerner, 2002; Lerner, 1998; Sameroff, 1993) which was successfully applied to schooling and schools (Pianta, 2001, 2006).

So, and contrary to the traditional model, the study examines the social environment of the mainstream school with an aim of identifying the “goodness of fit” vis-à-vis the mismatch between the needs of pupils with ASD and the requirements of the school context. We frame the arising tensions at the micro-system level and describe their working dynamics using a developmental systems perspective as articulated by the bioecological model (Bronfenbrenner, 2004; Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998) and the transactional model (Sameroff and Fiese, 2000). The implication for education of this alternative approach is to highlight what is needed to transmute mainstream contexts to “autism-friendly” environments (Jordan, 2005, p. 108). The approach adopted by the study is compatible with Lindsay’s call for a focus on ‘mediators and moderators’ which may have a positive effect on making inclusion effective (Lindsay, 2007). It also responds to the criticism that social contexts (e.g. schools) “surround [those children] with lifeless artefacts- unfeeling strategies stripped of meaning, that have little concern for the subtle and qualitative nature of meaningful human interaction, communication or experience” (Billington, 2006, p. 125).

1.2 Theoretical Framework

State why the problem deserves new research. For basic research, the statement about importance might involve the need to resolve any inconsistency in results of past work and/or extend the reach of a theoretical formulation. For applied research, this might involve the need to solve a social problem or treat a psychological disorder. When research is driven by the desire to resolve controversial issues, all sides in the debate should be represented in balanced measure in the introduction. Avoid animosity and ad hominem arguments in presenting the controversy. Conclude the statement of the problem in the introduction with a brief but formal statement of the purpose of the research that summarizes the material preceding it. For literature reviews as well as theoretical and methodological articles, also clearly state the reasons that the reported content is important and how the article fits into the cumulative understanding of the field.

Although the bioecological and transactional models were crafted from research on early childhood development, they are applicable to pupils with SEN (Kearney & Kane, 2006; Reiter, 2003; MacDonald, 2003), including pupils with ASD (Odom et al., 2001), and are transferable across the lifespan (Renn, 2003). The bioecological model (Bronfenbrenner, 2004; Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998; Bronfenbrenner & Cecchi, 1994) suggests that the interaction between the human organism and the social context is determined through the interaction of four main components: proximal processes, the person (e.g. pupils with ASD), the environmental context (e.g. the mainstream school), and the time span during which the proximal processes occur.

Proximal processes, which “are posited as the primary engines of development” (Bronfenbrenner & Cecchi, 1994, p. 572), refer to the continuous interaction with the environment including its symbols and objects, and are the means by which “potentials for effective psychological functioning are actualized” (p. 568). Characteristics of the developing person (e.g. the ASD-related manifestations) are viewed as being biologically based, having an impact on the operation of proximal processes. Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1998) conceptualize three types of the person characteristics in terms of their influence on proximal processes. First is “disposition”, which is
responsible for operating proximal processes. The second type refers to the “bioecological resources of ability, experience, knowledge, and skill required for the effective functioning of proximal processes” (p. 995). The third and final type refers to the demand characteristics that encourage/discourage interaction, thereby influencing the operation of proximal processes.

The bioecological model conceptualizes the environment in terms of “nested systems or structures” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998; Bronfenbrenner, 1979). It analyzes the functional/dysfunctional individual-environment interrelatedness across qualitatively distinctive levels: the microsystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, the macrosystem and the chronosystem. The organized hierarchy of these nested system levels (microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem and chronosystem) provides a ‘heuristic’ which allows for a view of development as a continuum of progressing interactive processes (Fontaine, 2006, p. 65). From this perspective, pupils with ASD are at the centre of an interconnected set of contexts, including those that directly impinged on them, those that affect them indirectly (contexts at the microsystem and mesosystem levels), mediated by those with whom the pupils with ASD encounter (contexts at the exosystem and macrosystem levels).

From a bioecological perspective, the ecosystem of a pupil with ASD in a mainstream school is an inclusive construct. We argue that the microsystem level includes the unique characteristics of pupils with ASD which exert an impact on their proximal processes with other school-related microsystems (e.g. relationship with and characteristic of teachers, peers, schools staff, the classroom, support resources, and pedagogy). The relationships between these microsystems constitute the mesosystems, where the focus is on “the synergistic effects created by the interaction of developmentally instigative or inhibitory features and processes present in each setting” (Bronfenbrenner, 1993, p. 22). Support resources for pupils with ASD can be conceptualized as an exemplar mesosystem in the pupils’ ecosystem.

The exosystem encompasses the processes and relationships occurring between two or more mesosystems not including the pupil with ASD in school, but which indirectly affect his/her position in school. The National Curriculum and the teachers’ commitments to its application within a frame of equality policy, for example, can be viewed as an exemplar exosystem (Jordan, 2005; Jordan & Powell, 1994). The macrosystem refers to the most distal level of environmental influence. Macrosystem effects are those at the cultural level, “with culture here considered at both the societal and within societal levels” (Tudge, Gray, & Hogan, 1997, p. 89). Belief and value systems in schools, trends of institutional professional development, material resources, cultural tools which comprise the school culture are exemplar elements of the macrosystem.

We argue that the chronosystem or the element of time is reflected in the transition which pupils with ASD make from primary to secondary or higher educational stages and from special schools to mainstream schools. Therefore, chronosystem effects are related to the differences, changes, and stability which the pupil with ASD may experience during his/her transition across the lifespan as well as the nested system of their ecosystem. Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1998, p. 995) argued that microtime reflects the continuity vs. the discontinuity of proximal processes. Mesotime reflects the “periodicity” of continuous or discontinuous proximal processes “at broader time intervals”, whereas macrotime refers to the change of expectations across stages of development.

The transactional model (Sameroff & Fiese, 2000) similarly highlights the interaction between the characteristics of the individual and the given social environment in which he is placed. It, however, does so with an aim of developing ecologically based prevention and intervention strategies. Adapting the transactional model to the inclusion of pupils with ASD, the study argues that there is an interconnectedness among the ASD-related manifestations (the phenotype) which are biologically based (the genotype), and the organization of experiences (the environment) in their ecological niche (e.g. opportunities for development offered by mainstream schools) in determining the developmental (social and emotional), and leaning outcomes.

Building on both models (depicted in Figure 1), the study argues that the interaction between the ASD-related characteristics and the nested systems of their school context is a key determinant of their developmental outcomes in school. The responsiveness of these systems and the quality of their environment are likely to help them to maximise the chances that pupils with ASD in mainstream schools can adapt to their school’s ecosystem. Based on a research project which explored the effect of autism-related difficulties in social and emotional understanding on the inclusion of 17 pupils with ASD, the study examines the working dynamics of the pupils’ microsystem features, highlighting the effect of their social and emotional understanding-related characteristics on the operation of proximal processes with their school ecosystem. In so doing, the study addresses the affordances/constraints which may affect the inclusion of those pupils due to their unique characteristics.
2. Method

The empirical study and the data which follow are drawn from a larger research project carried out during 2005-2008, which argued for a notion of ‘ecology’ of inclusion for pupils with ASD in mainstream schools (Emam, 2008). The project comprised of in-depth 17 case studies of pupils with ASD in primary and secondary schools in the north-west of England. Table 1 provides a generic description of the participants. Following a multiple case study design (Yin, 2003; Stake, 2006; Miles & Huberman, 1994) data was collected through conducting interviews with teachers, teaching assistants (TAs), and special educational needs coordinators (SENCOs). In addition participants were observed inside and outside the classroom, and administered two psychological measures: School conflict Measure (SCM) (developed by the authors), and Levels of Emotional Understanding Questions (LEUQ) (Howlin et al., 1999). However, the research reported in this study focuses solely on data drawn from interviews and observation.

Using Atlas Ti 5.2 qualitative analysis software, the data from interviews and observation was initially coded to generate theoretical codes to allow for drawing conclusions about individual cases as the first phase of analysis (Charmaz, 2006; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The second phase of analysis consisted of a thematic anatomization of the theoretical codes within and across cases (Boyatziz, 1998), and explanation building as well as pattern matching of commonalities and differences among the 17 participants (Yin, 2003). Our aim was to reach a conceptual network which reflects the effect of the ASD-related characteristics on children’s microsystem in school. We also were interested in exploring the working dynamics of this microsystem on the transactions between the pupils with ASD, their teachers, their peers, and school context.
Table 1. An overview of the participants of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>Reading Age (Y.M)</th>
<th>Type of support</th>
<th>Hours of support</th>
<th>Time of receiving SEN statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7y</td>
<td>GCA: average ability</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Ten hours per week</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Waiting list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11y</td>
<td>GCA: above average</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>16 hours per week</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>11:2</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11y</td>
<td>CAT: average score is 95</td>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>TA + Resource room</td>
<td>12 hours of support per week</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12y</td>
<td>CAT: average score (103)</td>
<td>10:9</td>
<td>TA + Resource room</td>
<td>12 hours of support per week</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13y</td>
<td>CAT: above average</td>
<td>12:6</td>
<td>TA + Resource room</td>
<td>12 hours per week</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>10:4</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>13 hours per week</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamza</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14y</td>
<td>GCA: above average</td>
<td>13:5</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>12:2</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14y</td>
<td>BPVSII (96,82,100)</td>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>half of his timetable</td>
<td>May 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14y</td>
<td>GCA: standardscore 102,51 BV CII: 100</td>
<td>11:9</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>half of his school timetable</td>
<td>March 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>12:2</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>20 hours of support per week</td>
<td>During transition to secondary school May 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15y</td>
<td>GCA: between 83-95 on BAS II</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>One third of his timetable</td>
<td>May 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14y</td>
<td>GCA: above average</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>10 hours per week</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15y</td>
<td>GCA: average</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>10 hours per week</td>
<td>In primary school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Findings and Discussion

In general, the social and emotional understanding-related manifestations were highlighted as being crucially influential on the interaction between pupils with ASD and the components of their school ecosystem. Three theoretical clusters were synthesized at the microsystem level, which reflected its working dynamics, and determined the quality of the occurring proximal processes. These theoretical are presented and discussed in what follows:

- Developmental differences as a circular causal system.
- ToM as an antecedent and buffer zone system.
- Academic emotions as a boundary system.

Figure 2. A conceptual network of the working dynamics of the microsystem effects on proximal processes between pupils with ASD and their school ecosystem

3.1 Developmental Differences as a Circular Causal System

Provide dates defining the periods of recruitment and follow-up and the primary sources of the potential subjects, where appropriate. If these dates differ by group, provide the values for each group.

We found that developmental difference explicitly distinguish between the participants and their peers in school. They determine the likelihood of the occurrence of tensions between the pupils with ASD and their teachers and peers. These differences were shown in the data to work as a cause as well as an outcome influencing their own
cause. The description provided for the participants by their teachers and TAs reflected these differences. Descriptions such as “geeky”, “eccentric”, “mad professor”, “motor bully”, and “nightmare” reflect how the participants are stereotyped in mainstream schools. The participants’ tendency to refrain from social interactions in the classroom as well as the broader school context is the main characteristic of their developmental differences as seen by their teachers and peers. This characteristic appears to pose enormous challenges to teachers:

“He had what I used to call TUNNEL VISION and used to just to look down at that tunnel and saw everything and everyone as being not more important than what he was doing unless it was something he did not like.” (TA, Clark)

The participants’ ASD-related manifestations which represent the core of their developmental differences place considerably different demands on teachers’ shoulders. This is because they affect the participants’ adaptation to the mainstream context, their social, emotional and learning outcomes. The data showed the participants to require major teaching differentiation and curricular modifications. The typical difficulty of the participants with routine change enormously destabilizes the participants during transitional periods:

“One incident last year we had at the start of his GCSE. He found himself with ten new teachers...ten new classrooms...and it took him so long to settle down with the new routines...he was missing lesson a lot...these sort of things created problems for Brian and for his learning” (SENCO interview, Brian)

Furthermore, the developmental differences between the participants and their peers appear to create a number of dilemmas for teachers, which mould potential tensions. Such dilemmas take different forms. The teachers, for example, may become incapable of following the equal policy dictated by schools in dealing with the pupils due to incapability to overlook the influence of the participants’ ASD-related manifestations on their behaviours. Therefore, they sometimes fail to resolve the several conflicts that occur between the participants and their peers in class. These dilemmas increase for teachers in secondary schools as compared to teachers in primary schools due to the peers’ intolerance towards the participants’ manifested developmental differences at that stage:

“The teaching has to stop in order to resolve the conflict...and the inclusion policy we have is that we have to treat him equally as the other students...therefore...there have to be reprimands” (Teacher interview, Harry)

Teachers are likely to rely on verbal as well as non-verbal communication in interacting with all pupils. The presence of the participants in class, however, places restrictions on the teachers’ conscious and unconscious use of body and face signals. The teachers were inclined to draw comparisons between the participants and their peers. Such comparisons, which can be argued to be unfair in the first place, shadow the teachers’ daily interactions with the participants. Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1998) argued that proximal processes may emphasize either dysfunction of competence. The data showed that teachers engage in proximal processes in order to reduce dysfunction rather than enhance competence. This was typical of secondary school participants and was less apparent in the case of primary school participants.

The participants’ developmental differences appear to delineate a demarcation between primary and secondary mainstream schools in terms of the effect on their ecosystem. In the light of the data, the participants’ developmental differences have less impact on primary school teachers than on secondary school teachers. Teachers in primary school have better opportunities to explore and discover the participants because the school system is based on the one classroom teacher. Through this exploration the teacher reflects on how to manage the participant’s behaviour in the best way based on the training or information he attains from the SENCO. Richard emerges as an exemplar case of this argument. The long time his teacher spends with him is shown to have helped her identify his strengths to build on, and his difficulties to address, which has resulted in crystallizing the best way of managing him in the classroom context. Hence she is able to judge that the best way to deal with Richard’s inappropriate behaviour is not to react, shout or “tell him off” because “this pleases him”, and reinforces such behaviours.

Alternatively, teachers in secondary schools were shown to occasionally interact with the participants in this “hustly bustly environment”. They see them in specific classes and therefore they are unlikely to show commitment to them. They tend to have an inner dialogue of “I am not responsible” when they see the pupil for the limited time of the class they deliver. The logic of Richard’s teacher is that “It is much easier for the teacher to teach in a different way” to “get along with him” than to ask Richard to behave differently, whereas the logic
of Andy’s teachers is “I do not know whether I should enforce him and enforce my opinion over Andy…I just listen to what the TA says to me.”

As for the effect of the developmental differences on peers, although primary and secondary schools commonly share a poor relationship between the participants and their peers, this manifests itself differently. The developmental differences are less invisible to peers in primary schools due to the peers’ developmental incapability to detect and reflect upon the participants’ differences. Peers are unlikely to judge pupils with ASD based on their difference. Therefore, peers are unlikely to intentionally bully them. Notwithstanding participants’ observed avoidance of them, peers tended to “mother” them. This ‘mothering’ approach, however, does not create a close friendship between pupils with ASD and their peers. Teachers report that the participants are incapable of developing a close friendship with peers.

In secondary schools, however, the poor communication between the pupils with ASD and their peers takes the form of negative interaction outcomes. During observation, the participants were seen to be teased and satirized by their peers. Moreover, they were reported to face bullying in secondary schools either implicitly or explicitly. The poor relationship between the pupils with ASD and their peers, which was recorded in observation, may be attributed to the participants’ incapability to discern what their peers afford to them during the occurring proximal processes. The description “he is nice, generous, kind person who is misunderstood by his fellow peers really” which is given by Harry’s teacher, apparently, applies to all the secondary school participants in the study; and depicts the overall picture of the effect of their developmental differences on their inclusion.

Teachers and TAs’ views of the pupils with ASD’ academic learning outcomes are further influenced by their manifested developmental differences. Whereas teachers doubt the participants’ capability of doing “GCSE” while “all this support is going on with them”, TAs posit that the participants have a lot of potential which may enable them to “carry on till the university”. These contradictory views elucidate the extent to which the participants’ developmental difference may mask their strengths and potentials sometimes. TAs form their views based on the long time they spend with them and the response they show to them in daily interactions, whereas teachers place the pupils’ competence in comparison with the larger picture of the requirements of the National curriculum.

3.2 ToM as an Antecedent and a Buffer Zone System

ToM represents a second component of the microsystem. ToM is a cognitive component in the first place although its function is social. As a social cognitive element, ToM facilitates interaction through reading others’ feelings, beliefs, and thoughts in a social context such as the mainstream school. The data shows ToM to have an impact on the participants’ ecosystem in school. It is inextricably woven into the tensions which they face or pose to teachers and peers. We found that ToM is an essential parameter for the quality of the occurring proximal processes. However, the explanation of this construct tends to be ecological. We argue that ToM works as both an antecedent and a buffer zone system for the occurring proximal processes.

Because of struggling with identifying the intentions of teachers in terms of their actions and emotions, pupils with ASD misunderstand the affordances which are conveyed within teachers’ orders, instructions and behaviours in the classroom. In this respect, ToM may be argued to work as an antecedent system for the arising tensions. The participants, for example, are unlikely to understand that teachers’ instructions are communicated to the whole class. This is why they do not act or engage in an activity until the instructions are relayed on a personal basis:

“If we were sitting on the carpet talking about something and then you tell all the children to go and do it, he will look confused” (Teacher interview, Jonathan)

Similarly, ToM works as an antecedent to the teachers’ dissatisfaction with the performance of the pupils with ASD on academic tasks. Although teachers prioritize the perfection of academic tasks by pupils, the pupils with ASD are incapable of understanding what perfections affords to them in terms of learning achievement outcomes:

“part of the mark scheme is to put some colours on any design or drawings they make…and quite often after they finish their drawing…I say like “come on put some colours on this” but they can not understand that this is important for the mark scheme...so they can not put themselves in my shoes when I ask them to do that; so they are like “no we are not doing this”” (Teacher interview, Andy, and Anthony)
Alternatively, ToM was found to work as a buffer zone system which triggers teachers’ forgiveness, excuses, and tolerance in school. Teachers, for example, are likely to become too confused to judge the intentionality of the inappropriateness of the pupils’ behaviours. Unlike their typically developing peers whose intentions are explicitly manifested in their actions, the participants’ intentions are obscured by their deficient ToM. Teachers, in such situations, tend to cautiously circumvent blaming them. ToM as a buffer zone system, nevertheless, appears in the data to work better in primary schools compared to secondary schools. Whereas teachers in primary schools tend to excuse those pupils for much of their displayed behavioural problems, teachers in secondary school show intolerance for such pattern of behaviour.

Similarly, a similar impact of ToM on the participants’ relationships with their peers was found. The participants’ deficient ToM provides a space for tension to arise between both sides. The data shows an association between the participants’ capability of interpreting their peers’ intentions, emotions and beliefs and the quantity as well as the quality of interaction between them either in classroom-based activities or at break and play times. Because of the participants’ incapability to “mentalize” peers’ position during interaction situations in terms of the “cheek” which characterizes such situations, tensions tend recur. When tension arises, the participants react by either complaining to the teachers or circumventing similar future situations. In both cases, the peers begin to ‘distance’ themselves from the participants in the same way the participants ‘distance’ themselves. In this regard, ToM can be argued to represent the antecedent to the participants-peers avoidance pattern in the mainstream school.

However, ToM as a buffer zone system did not function in the occurring proximal processes between the participants and their peers. This applies to both primary as well as secondary school contexts. One reason is that peers in primary schools are not developmentally able to identify the participants’ incomplete or deficient ToM, while peers in secondary schools are tolerant enough to allow the participants’ ToM to work as a buffer zone system:

“He wants everything to be fair…and in that respect he is isolated by others…when he tells of anything wrong they do…because he also criticizes them and therefore he does not play the game socially in that respect…he does not identify with other pupils’ emotions at all…and that makes it difficult for him” (Teacher interview, Brian)

As a social cognitive component, ToM is presumed to facilitate the understanding of the social demands of school context. However, the data unfolded the participants’ disregard of the social aspect of the mainstream context. Such disregard the failure on their part to discern what vibrancy of school interactions, both academic and social, affords to them. They, for example, are incapable of conceiving friendship as a mechanism for social engagement and as a social process within the school context.

“He seems that school is happening to him. He comes to school and all the hustle and bustle it all happening around him and he seems like a little island in the middle of it. We interact with him. To me he never asked me for anything, he never asked my help or guidance, opinion or anything, so whenever I answer him it is on my own terms.” (Teacher interview, Robert)

Furthermore, the complexity of ToM lies in its embedment in more complex school based activities whether social or academic. This is why Richards’ primary school teachers were concerned about his impending transition to secondary school. Their concern springs from the immense difference between both contexts in terms of the levels of vibrancy, bullying and violence. The ecology of inclusion in primary school provides the participant with “a family” atmosphere which mollifies the complexity level of the context. Within this family atmosphere, teachers help explain and make explicit what is embedded in interaction situations, be they academic or social.

3.3 Academic Emotions as a Boundary System

The structure of a mainstream school represents a system which includes a number of sub-systems all of which are differentiated by boundaries, i.e. non-physical dividers which separate the systems or sub-systems from each other. In this regard, academic emotions, which refer to emotions that occur within academic school setting and are directly linked to learning, classroom instruction, and achievement (Pekrun et al., 2002), can be viewed as a key boundary system. This boundary system has an impact on the occurring proximal processes within the school ecosystem of pupils with ASD. Examples of academic emotions include enjoyment of learning, embarrassment from lack of participation, and anxiety about learning outcomes. The participants’ lack of, or at best struggle with such academic emotions were reported by teachers, recorded in observation and reflected in their responses on the SCM (Emam & Farrell, 2009). Such struggle with academic emotions has a negative
impact on the opportunities for interaction which the school context offers, and on the school boundary system represented in its symbol rules and conventions. This prevents them from engagement with other social agents, i.e. teachers and peers, thereby, restricting the potential benefits produced by the occurring school transactions.

Academic emotions are essential signals and cues which presumably stimulate pupils in the learning environment. However, the difficulties which the participants were reported to show in recognition and expression of such emotions during academic and social school activities simulate tension between them and their teachers as well as peers. The participants’ limited repertoire of academic emotions which is reported by teachers to affect their social engagement in school. The teachers tend to view the participants’ incapability of emotionally connecting to other peers in class as a preference rather than as an ASD-related manifestation:

“She does not seem extremely embarrassed. She will perform but with sort of no reference to having any concern about anybody. She will perform and sit down” (Teacher interview, Hannah)

Notwithstanding the participants’ limited repertoire of academic emotions they display a few of them. However such display often appears in form that is different from that displayed by other typically developing peers. Therefore, they stand out as being different in engendering the repertoire which they possess:

“I see him embarrassed by little and small things…but again in a way that reflects what in another would be seen as immaturity”. (Teacher interview, Adrian)

Even though the participants were reported to identify basic emotions such as anger, happiness and sadness, they do not respond to these emotions unless they are strongly expressed by peers and teachers. The participants were observed to be puzzled during learning activities during classroom activities. They were observed not to follow the same stream of behaviours or actions which their peers follow during learning activities, unless they are prompted by the teacher of TA on personal basis. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the participants do not take part in classroom activities on a self-initiative basis. They were reported to be ‘held back’, from participating in classroom-based activities. This reflects the failure to read the emotional affordance which should encourage rather than discourage them to engage in these activities.

We found that the participants’ obliviousness to complex emotions in interaction situations renders them excluded in most cases. The ‘mask’ which covers their emotional reactions during the occurring proximal processes works as a boundary system which blocks other peers from proximal interactions or engagement in academic and social activities. The data shows the participants to set up their own boundary system due to their inability to respond to the emotional and social affordances of the school context. A teacher refers in an interview to Michael’s “room syndrome”, to reflect the preference to determine his own boundaries. These boundaries, however, clash with the spontaneous flow of interactions which characterizes the school ecosystem:

“Michael has what I call room syndrome...when someone enters the room by imposing a boundary that when he shuts the room” (Teacher interview, Michael)

The participants’ interest in expressing their emotions which usually fulfils their own desires and needs, i.e. dispositions, clashes with the boundary system created by school rules and social conventions, thus discouraging teachers and peers from interacting with them, i.e. demand characteristics. Such clash affects the participants’ social outcomes in terms of their communication with others, particularly teachers. It, moreover, triggers the teachers’ intolerance as well as frustration unless they show willingness to compromise. It is not surprisingly, therefore, that Michael expresses himself well in the English class because the teacher adopts such compromise:

“He understands the rules in my classroom...you know why? there are no rules...I go to the classroom....and say I am the teacher and this is what we are going to do...I do not impose rules....I believe in the relationship with
people and not dominating people through authority...I tell the head of department that I have rules but not the pupils...[and this is confidential by the way]...for me let the rules develop...let the pupils make the rules”
(Teacher interview, Michael)

With regard to emotions in general, the data showed that the participants’ emotions work as a reversible boundary system. They dislike boundaries to be imposed on them by others when they express themselves emotionally, although they prevent others from crossing their boundaries. This is why being more of “a loner” is a typical description given by teachers about the participants’ behaviour inside the classroom.

4. Conclusion

Cognitive and socioemotional characteristics of individuals have often been thought of as measures of developmental outcomes and not as precursors or producers of later development (Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 1998). We argued in this paper that the developmental systems perspective considers the influence of these characteristics on the emergence and operation of proximal processes with a given environment. Applying theoretical frameworks can be helpful improving educational policy and practice in the area of inclusive education. We argued that the developmental systems theory as represented in the bioecological model and the transactional model can serve as heuristic platform for exploring the ecology of the inclusion of pupils with ASD in mainstream schools.

This approach suggests that schools can provide opportunities and affordances for the learning and development of those pupils by adopting a holistic consideration of the occurring proximal processes between the static and dynamic features which form school ecology. Examples of static features include academic materials, pedagogical practices, support resources, and application of the National Curriculum, whereas attitudes and skills repertoire of teachers and peers, the availability of peer culture in school, school culture and belief system regarding inclusion as a practice rather than a policy are examples of the dynamic features. Both features should afford the unique characteristics of pupils with ASD. The collective experiences springing from these features of school ecology represent the “enviorno-type” code which can be the basis for establishing benchmarks of transmuting our schools to be “autism-friendly” environments.

From the developmental systems perspective, intervention and prevention tend to be ecologically based. Remediation strategies have long been adopted to change pupils with ASD by providing interventions which target the cognitive, behavioural and social aspects of functioning. We argue that these strategies, albeit important, minimize the pupils’ chances to benefit from inclusive educational practices. Equally important from my point of view is the focus on re-education and re-definition strategies. Redefinition strategies include altering the teachers’ expectations and beliefs about the capabilities and potentials of pupils with ASD when they are included in mainstream schools. They include changing the way the teachers interpret the child’s behaviour. So instead of focusing on the ASD-related manifestation and attributing pattern of maladaptation to these difficulties, the teachers are refocused on other attributes and strengths so as to facilitate positive engagement. Re-education changes the way the teachers behave and act towards the pupil with ASD. This can be achieved through providing special training to teachers and through emphasizing collaboration between teachers and support teachers. The implication of thinking of the ecology of inclusion is likely to highlight what is needed to transmute mainstream contexts to “autism-friendly” environments (Jordan, 2005), and minimize any fears of potential negative effects of inclusion (Farrell et al., 2007).

Finally, the study assumes that the adopted approach is not without limitations, nor was the research design. Interviewing teachers, TAs, and SENCOs in addition to observation may not provide a sufficient frame of reference to explore the barriers and facilitators of the inclusion of pupils with ASD in schools. Positivist empirically based data and experimental designs, if possible and ethical, may further ground for this approach in future research.
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